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Abstract—Fe released into solution is isotopically lighter (enriched in the lighter isotope) than hornblende
starting material when dissolution occurs in the presence of the siderophore desferrioxamine mesylate
(DFAM). In contrast, Fe released from goethite dissolving in the presence of DFAM is isotopically
unchanged. Furthermore,�56Fesolution-hornblendefor Fe released to solution in the presence of ligands varies
with the affinity of the ligand for Fe. The extent of isotopic fractionation of Fe released from hornblende also
increases when experiments are agitated continuously. The Fe isotope fractionation observed during horn-
blende dissolution with organic ligands is attributed predominantly to retention of56Fe in an altered surface
layer, while the lack of isotopic fractionation during goethite dissolution in DFAM is consistent with the lack
of an altered layer. When a siderophore-producing soil bacterium is added to the system (without added
organic ligands), Fe released to solution from both hornblende and goethite differs isotopically from Fe in the
bulk mineral:�56Fesolution-starting material� �0.56� 0.19 (hornblende) and�1.44� 0.16 (goethite). Increased
isotopic fractionation is attributed in this case to the fact that as bacterial respiration depletes the system in
oxygen and aqueous Fe is reduced, equilibration between aqueous ferrous and ferric iron creates a pool of
isotopically heavy ferric iron that is assimilated by bacterial cells. Adsorption of isotopically heavy ferrous
iron (Fe(II) enriched in the heavier isotope) or precipitation of isotopically heavy Fe minerals may also
contribute to observed fractionations.

To test whether these Fe isotope signatures are recorded in natural systems, we also investigated extractions
of samples of soils from which the bacteria were isolated. These extractions show variability in the isotopic
signatures of exchangeable Fe and Fe oxyhydroxide fractions from one soil sample to another, but exchange-
able Fe is observed to be lighter than Fe in soil Fe oxyhydroxides and hornblende. This observation is
consistent with isotopically light Fe-organic complexes in soil pore water derived from the Fe-silicate starting
materials in the presence of growing microorganisms, as documented in experiments reported here. The
contributions from phenomena including organic ligand-promoted nonstoichiometric dissolution of Fe sili-
cates, uptake of ferric iron by organisms, adsorption of isotopically heavy ferrous iron, and precipitation of
iron minerals should create complex isotopic signatures in soils. Better understanding of these processes and

the timescales over which they contribute to fractionation is needed.Copyright © 2004 Elsevier Ltd
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beard and Johnson (1999)showed that isotopic fractionati
by dissimilatory iron-reducing bacteria can cause isotopic
ations of�1.3‰ when Fe2� is released to solution during t
reduction of ferrihydrite, and suggested this isotopic shift
represent a biosignature for microbial cycling of Fe.Brantley e
al. (2001b) observed that Fe isotopes are also fraction
during hornblende dissolution in the presence ofBacillus sp.
(first tentatively identified asArthrobacter sp.) andStreptomy-
ces sp.�56Fe of Fe released to solution in the presence of t
bacteria showed values of�0.5 to �0.6‰ relative to th
hornblende crystal. These findings suggest that Fe is
fractionation may occur during biologically mediated min
dissolution. In the same study, Fe isotope fractionation bet
dissolved Fe and Fe in the bulk mineral was also obse
during abiotic hornblende dissolution in the presence of ei
oxalic acid or the siderophore desferrioxamine mes
(DFAM) (�56Fesolution� hornblende� �0.25� 0.18 and�0.36
� 0.25‰ respectively). These data suggested that Fe is
fractionation during biologically mediated dissolution could

* Author to whom correspondence should be addre

(brantley@essc.psu.edu).
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explained at least partially by chelation, and that such frac
ation is possible even in the absence of bacteria if siderop
or other strong Fe complexers are present. Siderophores
molecular weight organic molecules with high specificity
Fe3�, are secreted by microorganisms to bind and take u
(e.g., Neilands, 1984; Hughes and Poole, 1989). Most sid-
erophores are either catechols or hydroxamates (Neilands
1984) with formation constants for ferric iron as high as 151

(Hider, 1984; Hughes and Poole, 1989; Winkelmann, 1
Hersman et al., 1995).

Ligand-associated effects may be ubiquitous in soil syst
a typical soil pore water might contain 1000�M oxalic acid
(Fox, 1990), 174 �M acetic acid (Fox, 1990), and 240�M
siderophores (Hersman et al., 1995), as well as trace mali
citric and succinic acid. Siderophores bind Fe3� more effec
tively than do low molecular weight organic acids, especial
neutral to alkaline conditions. Large reservoirs of sideroph
are adsorbed to soil organic matter; therefore, hydroxa
siderophores may perform many chelate functions previo
attributed to organic acids and polyphenolic humic materi
soils (Powell et al., 1980).

Siderophore and other Ligand effects may also be ubiqu
in oceanic systems. Much of the Fe in seawater is compl

and natural Fe-binding ligands in seawater may be siderophores
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(see review by Macrellis et al., 2001). These marine sid-
erophores may be stronger Fe binding ligands than terrestrial
siderophores (Reid et al., 1993), and siderophores may be
important in understanding bacterial responses in the recent Fe
addition experiment in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Rue and
Bruland, 1997, as reviewed by Macrellis et al., 2001). Despite
the importance of siderophores in Fe cycling, siderophore-
promoted dissolution of iron-containing minerals has only been
infrequently investigated (Watteau and Berthelin, 1994; Hers-
man et al., 1995; Holmén and Casey, 1996, 1999; Kraemer et
al., 1999; Liermann et al., 2000a,b; Kalinowski et al., 2000a,b;
see also Stone, 1997), and the effect of siderophores on isotopic
fractionation of Fe is not understood.

The cause of isotope fractionation during dissolution of Fe
silicate in the presence of organic molecules is unclear. Brant-
ley et al. (2001b) postulated a kinetic isotope effect during
Fe-ligand surface complexation or during oxidation of Fe2� to
Fe3�, but such effects have not been studied thoroughly. Both
kinetic and equilibrium isotope effects have been identified in
Fe fractionation, and so both are plausible (e.g., Anbar et al.,
2000; Bullen et al., 2001; Matthews et al., 2001; Johnson et al.,
2002; Roe et al., 2003).

In contrast, Johnson et al. (2002) have argued that Fe isotope
effects during dissolution should be insignificant in the case of
homogeneous dissolution of an isotopically homogeneous sub-
strate as long as the rate of dissolution exceeds the rate of
solid-state diffusion.

In this contribution, we extend the work of Brantley et al.
(2001b) by examining Fe isotope fractionation during horn-
blende dissolution in the presence of citric or acetic acids.
These experiments were conducted with and without constant
agitation to vary the reactivity of surfaces. Furthermore, Fe2�

and Fe3� were also measured for hornblende � ligand
� bacteria experiments. In addition, we have conducted exper-
iments using goethite instead of hornblende, dissolved with and
without Bacillus sp. and DFAM. The mode of dissolution of
goethite, a ferric oxide, is very different from that of horn-
blende, a chain silicate, and differences in observed isotopic
effects provide insight into fractionation. Finally, we reinves-
tigate Fe on exchange sites and in oxyhydroxides in a horn-
blende-containing soil.

2. METHODS

2.1. Experimental Setup

2.1.1. Medium and bacteria

MM9 medium was used because it is a pH-buffered chemically
defined bacterial medium (Kalinowski et al., 2000b). The medium was
prepared by dissolving 6.0 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.3 g/L KH2PO4, 0.5 g/L
NaCl, 1.0 g/L NH4Cl, and 6.06 g/L Tris base (C4H11NO3) in distilled
deionized water. The pH was then adjusted to 7.4 using HCl and the

Table 1. Hornblen

Solid
Si

(wt%)
Al

(wt%)
Fe

(wt%)

Hornblende crystal 21.5 8.98 6.35

a Measured by ICP-AES.
solution autoclaved. The medium was supplemented with 2% (v/v) of
10% (w/v) casamino acids (Difco Laboratories), 0.2% 1 M MgSO4, 1%
(v/v) of 20% (w/v) glucose, and 0.01% (v/v) 1 M CaCl2, which were
prepared and sterilized separately (Maniatis et al., 1982; Schwyn and
Neilands, 1987; Liermann et al., 2000a). Ultrapure components were
used when available. Tris, glucose, and casamino acids solutions were
treated in batch with Chelex cation exchange resin (Bio-Rad) before
use to remove metals (Liermann et al., 2000a). All experiments were
performed in the dark in a cabinet or unlighted incubator.

For biotic experiments, a bacterium isolated from a soil from Gore
Mountain, NY was used. This organism, an oxygen-respiring hetero-
troph, was chosen because it grows robustly in Fe-poor medium in the
presence of hornblende by producing siderophores. 16S rRNA gene
sequencing performed on the organism revealed that it most closely
resembles a strain of Bacillus mycoides (similarity rank 0.986, Nucleic
Acid Facility, Life Sciences Consortium, The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity). The organism will be referred to here as a species of Bacillus
(Bacillus sp.) The organism was previously identified as a species of
Arthrobacter based on partial 16S rRNA sequencing (Kalinowski et al.,
2000b; Liermann et al., 2000a,b; Brantley et al., 2001a; Brantley et al.,
2001b).

2.1.2. Hornblende experiments

These experiments were designed to extend the observation of Brant-
ley et al. (2001b) that organic ligands fractionate Fe isotopes during
leaching of hornblende. In the earlier experiments, we used MM9
medium, a different batch of hornblende powder (specific surface area
� 0.17 m2 g�1), oxalic acid, and desferrioxamine mesylate (DFAM) as
ligands. Following our earlier methods, hornblende experiments were
conducted at 20–25°C in 250 mL glass flasks, capped with aluminum
foil.

The hornblende crystal (collected from Gore Mountain, NY; com-
position summarized in Table 1) was crushed and sieved (250 to 350
�m), then rinsed and sonicated extensively with acetone to remove fine
particles. Ultrapure acetone was used for the final two rinses, and
powder was then dried. Although the batch of hornblende was collected
from the same location and prepared similarly to the procedure used
previously (Brantley et al., 2001b), we produced a powder with a
slightly different specific surface area: 0.19 m2/g (N2 BET, Micromet-
rics ASAP 2000).

Bacillus sp. were grown in 5–10 mL MM9 medium to late log-
stationary phase on a tabletop shaker; 100 �L aliquots were used to
inoculate experimental cultures.

Flasks were run with 60 mL MM9 medium and 2 g hornblende
powder � bacteria � organic ligands. 24 �M concentration of the
following ligands (Table 2) were used: acetate (number of flasks, n,
� 3), oxalate (n � 2), citrate (n � 3), and DFAM (n � 2). Two separate
sets of flasks were also set up (n � 3, n � 2) to contain only the
bacterial medium and hornblende. All flasks were agitated manually

tal composition.a

Ca
(wt%)

Na
(wt%)

K
(wt%)

Mo
(ppm)

Ni
(ppm)

5.7 2.3 0.35 �1 110

Table 2. Ligands.

Ligand Expression for K Log Ka

Water [FeOH2�][H�]/[Fe3�][H2O] �2.9
Acetic acid [FeCH3COO2�]/[Fe3�][CH3COO�] 3.2
Oxalic acid [FeC2O4

�]/[Fe3�][C2O4
2�] 7.6

Citric acid [FeC6H5O7]/[Fe3�][C6H5O7
3�] 11.4

DFAM [FeC25H48N6O8]/[Fe3�][C25H48N6O8] 30.7

a

de crys

Mg
(wt%)

6.1
From NIST (1998).
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once each day for approximately 10 s, before sampling. To test the
importance of agitation, abiotic experiments with hornblende � citric
or acetic acid were also prepared and sampled identically, but agitated
constantly at 150 rpm in a tabletop shaker for 6 d.

A blank of MM9 medium � organic ligand (i.e., no bacteria or
mineral added) was sampled for all experiments to represent time 0.
After brief manual agitation on days 1, 4, and 6, 10 mL samples were
collected from the flasks using sterile pipettes and aseptic technique.
Samples were filtered (0.2 �m), tested for pH, acidified with 1% (v/v)
ultrapure HNO3, and stored at 4°C before analysis.

2.1.3. Goethite experiments

One homogenized batch of goethite was synthesized and used for all
experiments (Schwertmann and Cornell, 1991): 100 mL of 1 M
Fe(NO3)3 was mixed with 180 mL of 5 M KOH solution, diluted to 2
L, and heated for 60 h at 70 C. Both salts were Mallinckrodt reagent
grade (product numbers 5032 and 6984, respectively). The product was
rinsed extensively with distilled-deionized water and dried at 30°C.
The identity was confirmed by X-ray diffraction analysis. Surface area
determined by N2 BET (Micrometrics ASAP 2000) was 31 m2/g.

Goethite experiments were conducted in triplicate with medium
volumes of either 60 or 110 mL, but with a constant ratio of 100 to 1
of medium volume (ml) to mineral mass (g). All experiments were
conducted in glass flasks capped with aluminum foil agitated manually
once each day. Solution was sampled as described for hornblende
experiments.

2.3. Analyses

2.3.1. Concentrations

Concentrations of dissolved Fe were analyzed by high resolution
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS) (Finni-
gan MAT Element I). All solution samples were diluted 1:20 and
acidified to 1% HNO3 for analysis.

Repeated analysis of standard solutions across all runs shows that the
accuracy and precision of analysis across different runs is better than
�13%. The detection limits for all elements other than Si were ap-
proximately 0.1 �M. Because of high background levels, the detection
limit for Si was approximately 2 �M.

To measure the concentration of Fe2� in some flasks, 1 mL aliquots
were immediately filtered (0.2 �m) into a cuvette containing 100 �L
HCl. Two mL of buffered ferrozine solution was added, allowed to
react for several minutes; and then the absorbance at 562 nm was
measured spectroscopically (Lovely and Phillips, 1986). The detection
limit (0.18 �M) was estimated by analyzing dilute standard solutions.
For concentrations �0.18 �M, absorbance readings were indistinguish-
able from MM9 medium without added Fe.

2.3.2. Fe isotopes

Fe isotope measurements were conducted using either the Plasma 54
(VG Elemental) MC-ICP-MS at the University of Rochester or the
Neptune MC-ICP-MS at the ThermoFinnigan facility in Bremen, Ger-
many. To prepare for isotopic analysis, a sample aliquot containing at
least 6 �g of Fe was dried down to a bead in a Savillex vial on a hot
plate, and then reacted with concentrated HNO3 on a hot plate to
oxidize most organic matter. The organic matter digestion in the capped
vessel was allowed to continue until nitrous oxide fumes ceased to
form. Once oxidation was complete, the sample was again dried to a
bead and redissolved in 7 M HCl with a small amount of H2O2. This
solution was loaded onto an anion exchange column (BioRad AG MP-1
resin; 0.8 cm diameter, 4 cm bed length) previously treated with 18 M�
water (9 mL), 0.5 M HCl (5 mL), and 7 M HCl (9 mL) to clean and
condition the resin. Matrix elements were separated from Fe in the
sample by rinsing the loaded columns with 7 M HCl (27 mL). The Fe
was then eluted with 0.5 M HCl (6 mL). Aliquots of the load and eluate
solutions were analyzed for Fe concentration by isotope dilution to
verify that yields were essentially quantitative. High yield through the
anion exchange chemistry is necessary because of the potential for Fe

isotope fractionation by this process (Anbar et al., 2000). The eluted
solution was dried down again and redissolved in 0.05 M HNO3 for
MC-ICP-MS analysis.

Mass spectrometry procedures (Anbar et al., 2000; Roe et al., 2003;
Weyer and Schweiters, 2003; Arnold et al., 2004) are summarized
below. Solutions were analyzed by MC-ICP-MS at a concentration of
2–3 ppm Fe with a Cu spike added to correct for instrumental mass bias
following a procedure similar to that outlined in Maréchal et al. (1999)
and Anbar et al. (2001). On the Plasma54, isobaric contributions from
ArN� and ArO� at masses 54 and 56 respectively were minimized by
using a desolvating nebulizer (Aridus I, CETAC). These interferences
were monitored at the beginning of each analytical session and peri-
odically thereafter. Interference from ArOH� at mass 57 was negligi-
ble. On the Neptune, data were collected in medium resolution mode.
In this mode, the isobaric interferences are resolved sufficiently to
permit interference-free isotope ratio measurements (Weyer and
Schwieters, 2003). The Neptune methodology was validated by mea-
suring samples previously characterized on the Plasma54. These sam-
ples included Fe extracted from hydrothermal fluids and an iron me-
teorite (Sharma et al., 2001). �56Fe values for these samples with both
methodologies were identical with error at the 2� level.

Sample solutions were analyzed at least twice, along with two
standards (an ICP Fe standard, and a gravimetric Fe standard), also in
0.05 mol/L HNO3 containing Fe at the same concentration as the
samples. Fe isotope values reported here are the means of these
replicate measurements. The ratios 56Fe/54Fe and 57Fe/54Fe were mea-
sured simultaneously; analyses that did not demonstrate the expected
mass-dependent relationship between these ratios were rejected.

By convention, �56Fe values are presented relative to the interna-
tional IRMM standard (Eqn. 1):

�56Fe � 	
56Fe/54Fesample/
56Fe/54FeIRMM� � 1� � 1000 (1)

This represents a change in reporting standard from the BIR standard
used in Brantley et al. (2001b); the IRMM standard is � 0.09‰ lighter
than the BIR standard used previously. The external precision of
measurements (1�) was better than � 0.15‰ on the Plasma54 and
�0.05‰ on the Neptune (Weyer and Schwieters, 2003; Arnold et al.,
2004).

2.4. Soil Extractions

The B horizon of a hornblende-containing soil from Gore Mountain
New York was also sampled for isotopic analysis. Exchangeable Fe
was removed from the soil using the same procedure as used previously
(Brantley et al., 2001b), by adding 30 mL of 1 M MgCl2 to 0.5 g of
air-dry soil. The mixture was shaken for 2 h, then filtered and the
filtrate acidified to 1% HNO3 for analysis (Hendershot et al., 1993). Fe
oxides were also extracted from the sample soil by adding 25 mL of
0.68 mol/L sodium citrate and 0.4 g of sodium dithionite to 0.5 g of
air-dry soil. The mixture was shaken for 17 h then filtered and the
filtrate acidified for analysis (Hendershot et al., 1993).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Aqueous Chemistry vs. Time

In flasks containing no bacteria with or without organic
ligands, the pH generally varied by less than 0.4 pH units (Fig.
1). In contrast, for flasks containing Bacillus sp. � solid, pH
decreased by about 1 unit and then increased and remained
below the initial value of 7.4 (Fig. 1).

Bacillus sp. enhanced the release of Fe from both hornblende
and goethite, with goethite showing a greater rate enhancement
(Fig. 2, Table 3). Fe release rates from hornblende generally
increased with increasing affinity of ligand for ferric iron, as
observed by Brantley et al. (2001b) (Table 4, Fig. 3). Direct
comparison of release rates between this work and Brantley et
al. (2001b) cannot be made because of small differences in the
preparation of the hornblende powder. Experiments which were

agitated constantly released significantly more Fe to solution
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than nonagitated experiments (Tables 3 and 4). The Fe release
rate from goethite was also enhanced markedly by the presence
of the siderophore DFAM (Fig. 2, Table 4).

Ferrozine assays for the experiment with hornblende
(� bacteria, � ligands) showed small concentrations of Fe2�

(0.28–0.5 �M) at day 1 under all conditions except where
DFAM was present (Fig. 4, Table 3).

Ferrozine assays for the goethite experiments revealed that
ferrous iron, if present, was beneath detection (�0.18 �M) in
MM9 � goethite � DFAM at day 4 and 6 (Table 3); however,
in Bacillus � goethite, ferrous iron reached concentrations of
approximately 1.3 �M at day 6 (Fig. 4, Table 3).

3.2. Isotopic Signature of Starting Materials

Two different batches of crushed hornblende crystal, both
collected at the same time from anorthositic gneiss at Gore

Fig. 1. Change in pH versus time in bacterial and ligand
represent averages over replicates as described in text.

Fig. 2. Total dissolved Fe released to solution (after filtr

(a) hornblende (HB) and (b) goethite. Symbols represent averag
Mountain NY, were used here and by Brantley et al. (2001b).
�56Fe values determined for these two batches were identical
within �2� (Table 3), but differ at the 1� level of precision:
0.17 � 0.15‰ (by Plasma54 MC-ICP-MS) for this study and
�0.16 � 0.10‰ (by TIMS) for Brantley et al. (2001b) (Table
3). This difference is outside the range of �56Fe values reported
by Beard et al. (2003) for igneous rocks (�0.1‰, 2�). How-
ever, differences in Fe isotope composition of up to �0.5‰
between coexisting igneous minerals have also been reported
Zhu et al. (2002). Therefore, subper-mil isotopic variations in
high temperature geological materials are possible: �56Fe in
these hornblende batches could differ by �0.33‰. Further-
more, the samples were digested slightly differently in each
case, in different laboratories. The hornblende powder used by
Brantley et al. (2001b) was digested in warm HCl-HNO3. After
evaporating the HCl/HNO3 mixture, the sample was allowed to

ments with (a) hornblende (HB) or (b) goethite. Symbols

0.2 �m) vs. time in bacterial and ligand experiments with
experi
ation to

es over replicates as described in text.
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sit in 6 N HCl for several days under heat. In that state, a small
aliquot of the 6 N HCl solution (the appropriate amount of
liquid to yield 1.25 �g of Fe) was combined with added Fe for
the double spike for analysis in the thermal ionization mass
spectrometer. For the data reported here, hornblende powder
was dissolved using a microwave-assisted acid digestion de-

Table 3. Fe speciation and i

Sample

[Fe] (�M)* [Fe
2�

] (�M)* [Fe
3�

] (�M

4 day 6 day 4 day 6 day 4 day 6 d

Hornblendea

Hornblendeb

MM9 � hbla 1.65 2.27
MM9 � hbla 1.56 2.04 0.2 0.2 1.45 1.8
MM9 � hblb 3.81
MM9 � hblb 5.59
MM9 � hblb 5.41
Acetic acid � hbla 1.77 2.24
Acetic � hbla agitated 7.06
Acetic � hbla agitated 7.06 6.94
Oxalic Acid � hblb 3.76
Oxalic Acid � hblb 4.48
Oxalic Acid � hblb 5.30
Oxalic Acid � hbla 1.73 2.26 bd 0.4 1.73 1.8
Citric Acid � hbla 2.15 2.70
Citric � hbla agitated 7.89 8.67
Citric � hbla agitated 8.19 8.67
DFAM � hbl 8.36
DFAM � hbl 9.78
DFAM � hbl 11.67
DFAM � hbla 6.71 8.07 bd bd 6.71 8.0
Streptomyces � hblb 13.91
Streptomyces � hblb 21.31
Streptomyces � hblb 23.19
Bacillus � hblb 29.01
Bacillus � hblb 44.41
Bacillus � hblb 35.45
Bacillus � hblb 49.42
Bacillus � hbla 4.21 5.45 0.2 0.2 3.99 5.2

Goethitec

MM9 � goethitec 0.049 0.046 bd bd
DFAM � goethitec 2.95 3.88 bd bd 2.95 3.8
DFAM � goethitec 2.85 3.98 bd bd 2.85 3.9
DFAM � goethitec 2.87 4.09 bd bd 2.87 4.0
Bacillus sp. � goethitec 4.10 5.06
Bacillus sp. � goethitec 8.34 6.20 1.51 1.05 6.83 5.1
Bacillus sp. � goethitec 7.88 6.74 1.28 1.17 6.60 5.5
Bacillus sp. � goethitec 7.73 8.22 1.51 6.7

�56Fe data are reported relative to the IRMM standard, � 0.09‰ li
(2001)

* Dissolved total Fe, Fe2�, or Fe3� concentration in filtered solutio
bd � beneath detection, which for ferrous iron determination is est
† TIMS data from Brantley et al. (2001b).
†† MC-ICP-MS data were obtained using the VG Plasma54 (1� exter

the Finnigan Neptune (1� � �0.05‰). Reported values are the mean
‡ �56Fe data from this work and from Brantley et al. (2001). For one

was not included in average (as described in Brantley et al., 2001b). Nu
replicates agreed within stated external precision. Means of replicates

a Hornblende (hbl) starting material isolated from Gore Mtn. anorth
of experiment � 6.33.

b Hornblende from same locality as above, but picked as a differen
c Goethite starting material with 30.6 m2/g specific surface area, dis
signed for siliceous matrices (Kingston and Walter, 1995).
Samples were evaporated to remove HF, and then resuspended
in 2% nitric acid. In both cases, samples were processed
through chromatography to extract Fe for mass spectrometric
analyses.

To analyze the goethite, 0.006 g of synthetic goethite was
combined with 25 mL of 0.68 mol/L sodium citrate and 0.4 g

data for flask experiments.

�56Fe in solution‡

�
56

Fe in solid
MS† (4 or 6 d
s indicated)

MC-ICP-MS††

(avg, 6 d) TIMS† MC-ICP-MS††

0.17(3) � 0.15

�0.16(2) � 0.1
0.33(3) � 0.15

.23(2) � 0.15

.30(2) � 0.15

.16(2) � 0.15
�0.04(3) � 0.15
�0.90(3) � 0.15
�0.68(3) � 0.15

.38(2) � 0.15

.40(2) � 0.15

.45(2) � 0.15

�0.23(3) � 0.15
�1.01(3) � 0.15
�1.08(3) � 0.15

.79(2) � 0.15

.49(2) � 0.15

.29(2) � 0.15

.89(2) � 0.15

.70(2) � 0.15

.32(2) � 0.15

.64(2) � 0.15

.00(2) � 0.15

.62(2) � 0.15

.62(2) � 0.15

�0.23(10) � 0.05

0.11(2) � 0.15
�0.14(2) � 0.15
�0.04(1) � 0.15

�1.51(1) � 0.05
�1.68(3) � 0.05
�1.82(3) � 0.05

an the BIR standard used in Brantley et al. (2001 b) and Bullen et al.

4 or 6 days.
at �0.18 �M. Blank spaces indicate no analysis was made.

ision � �0.15‰), except for data in italics which were obtained using
o or more replicate analyses of each sample.
treptomyces experiments, little cell growth occurred and one data point

parentheses indicates number of replicate isotopic measurements. All
orted.
neiss. 0.19 m2/g specific surface area; ratio of surface area to volume

te and ground separately to 0.17 m2/g.
completely with citrate-dithionite method for 25 h.
sotopic

)*

ay
TI

a

3
�0
�0
�0

�0
�0
�0

8

�0
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visible solid remained and analysis of the final solution con-
firmed that all of the goethite solid had dissolved. The isotopic
composition of the goethite, measured by MC-ICP-MS on this
digested sample, is � �0.23 � 0.1 (2�; Neptune MC-ICP-
MS)‰ (Table 3).

3.3. Isotopic Measurement of Aqueous Fe

For this study, it is most useful to consider the offset in �56Fe
between starting materials and products (e.g., see Table 5:
�56Fe � �56Fesolution � �56Fehornblende) rather than the abso-
lute values of �56Fe (Table 3). For example, Fe dissolved from
hornblende in the presence of citric acid is lighter than Fe in the
bulk hornblende by �0.40 � 0.21‰. In contrast, Fe in solution
with MM9 without organic ligands is indistinguishable from Fe
in the mineral. Fe dissolved in the presence of acetic acid is
insignificantly fractionated (�56Fe � �0.13 � 0.21‰).

The direction of fractionation is consistent with the obser-
vations of Brantley et al. (2001b). In all hornblende experi-
ments with strong organic ligands, the isotopic composition of
solution is lighter than the starting mineral. When data from

Table 4. Me

Solid
Specific surface

area (m2/g) Co

Goethite 30.6 MM9
Goethite 30.6 Bacillus
Goethite 30.6 DFAM
Hornblende 0.19 MM9
Hornblende 0.19 Bacillus
Hornblende 0.19 Acetic a
Hornblende 0.19 Acetic a
Hornblende 0.19 Citric ac
Hornblende 0.19 Citric ac
Hornblende 0.19 Oxalic a
Hornblende 0.19 DFAM

a Total surface area of solid/volume of MM9 use
b Linear release rates calculated for the first sever

0). For the goethite � Bacillus experiment, release

Fig. 3. Dissolved Fe release rate (Table 4) from hornblende in ligand

experiments plotted vs. log Kassoc value for ligand (Table 2).
this and the earlier study are combined, a correlation is ob-
served between �56Fe and log Kassoc for acetic acid, oxalic
acid, citric acid and DFAM (Fig. 5). Much larger effects were
observed in the constant agitation experiments with acetic and
citric acids: �56Fe � �1.0 and �1.2‰, respectively. Again
�56Fe is larger for the ligand with the higher value of log
Kassoc.

Little or no fractionation was observed in this study be-
tween dissolved Fe and goethite in the abiotic DFAM ex-
periments (Table 5). However, Fe released from goethite �
Bacillus was much lighter than Fe in the goethite starting
material: �56Fe � �1.44 � 0.16‰. This is a larger frac-
tionation than observed in either biotic or abiotic hornblende
experiments (Table 5).

3.4. Soil Extractions

The citrate-dithionite procedure used for Fe oxides (Hend-
ershot et al., 1993) was chosen because it is reported to remove

ease Rates.
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Fig. 4. [Fe2�] vs. time in filtered solutions from mineral � bacteria
� organic ligands (oxalic acid, DFAM) experiments. [Fe2�] was
determined by the ferrozine assay. Data summarized in Table 3. De-
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both amorphous and crystalline Fe oxides without dissolving
silicate minerals (Mehra and Jackson, 1960). Complete re-
moval of Fe oxides by this method was verified in two ways.
The soil that remained after the first extraction was rinsed with
distilled-deionized water and treated with the citrate-dithionite
solution for 17 h a second time. The second extraction con-
tained less than 3% as much Fe as the first extraction, indicating
that the first extraction had dissolved virtually all of the avail-
able Fe oxide in the samples.

The soil extraction samples (both exchangeable and oxide
samples) were also analyzed for Fe, Al, and Si. The ex-
changeable fraction of the soil contained approximately 10.0
�g Fe per gram of soil, 334 �g Al per gram of soil, and 5 �g
Si per gram of soil. The oxide extraction of the soil yielded
7700 �g per gram of soil Fe, 1600 �g per gram of soil Al,
and 282 �g per gram of soil Si. The low levels of Si
compared to Fe and Al in these extractions indicate that
silicates are not dissolving during either extraction. The Al
in the oxide extraction presumably derives from Al substi-
tuted for Fe in the oxide minerals.

Table 5. �56Fe � �56F

Sample Day mea

DFAM—goethite 6
6
6

Bacillus culture—goethite 6
6
6

MM9—hornblende 4
6
6

MM9—hornblende 6
Acetic—hornblende 6
Acetic—hornblende agitated 6
Acetic—hornblende agitated 6

Oxalic—hornblende 4
6
6

Citric—hornblende 6
Citric-hornblende agitated 6
Citric-hornblende agitated 6

DFAM—hornblende 4
6
6

Bacillus culture—hornblende 4
6
6
6

Streptomyces culture—hornblende 4
6
6

a Error in �56Fe represents either the propagated e
standard deviation of multiple measurements, which
Isotopic analysis of the soil extractions shows that Fe on the
cation exchange complex has a �56Fe value of �1.33‰, while
�56Fe in oxides is �0.20‰ (data for Soil 2 in Table 6). The
difference between the exchangeable and oxide fractions is
similar within error to that reported by Brantley et al. (2001b)
for a different soil horizon from the same site (Soil 1 in Table
6); however, the magnitudes of the �56Fe values for extractant
solutions differ for the two soil samples.

The low levels of Si present in both the exchangeable and
oxide extraction solutions indicate that neither of the extraction
procedures causes congruent dissolution of silicate minerals.
Therefore, the �56Fe values of the extracted Fe should reflect
the isotopic composition of the exchangeable reservoir, and not
the silicate minerals, such as hornblende, in the soil. Incomplete
extraction procedures could fractionate Fe, however. To test for
fractionation during extraction, Fe isotopes were measured on
a citrate-dithionite extractant solution reacted with goethite for
2 h: 0.006 g of synthetic goethite (synthesized in the same batch
as described previously) was combined with 25 mL of sodium
citrate and 0.4 g of sodium dithionite and the mixture was
shaken and a 4 mL sample was collected at 2 h. The lack of

� �56Festarting material.
a

�56Fe Reference

0.34 � 0.16 This work
0.09 � 0.16
0.19 � 0.16
0.21 � 0.16 average

�1.28 � 0.07 This work
�1.45 � 0.07
�1.59 � 0.07
�1.44 � 0.16 average
�0.07 � 0.18 Brantley et al. (2001b)
�0.14 � 0.18

0.00 � 0.18
�0.07 � 0.18 average

0.16 � 0.21 This work
�0.13 � 0.21 This work
�1.07 � 0.21 This work
�0.85 � 0.21
�0.96 � 0.21 average
�0.22 � 0.18 Brantley et al. (2001b)
�0.24 � 0.18
�0.29 � 0.18
�0.25 � 0.18 average
�0.40 � 0.21 This work
�1.18 � 0.21 This work
�1.25 � 0.21
�1.22 � 0.21 average
�0.63 � 0.18 Brantley et al. (2001b)
�0.33 � 0.18
�0.13 � 0.18
�0.36 � 0.25
�0.48 � 0.18 Brantley et al. (2001b)
�0.84 � 0.18
�0.46 � 0.18
�0.46 � 0.18
�0.56 � 0.19 average
�0.73 � 0.18 Brantley et al. (2001b)
�0.54 � 0.18
�0.16 � 0.18
�0.48 � 0.29 average

m isotopic measurements for solution and solid, or
greater.
esolution

sured

rror fro
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tained after 2 (incomplete dissolution) and 25 h (complete
dissolution) from synthetic goethite (Tables 3 and 6) docu-
ments that citrate-dithionite does not fractionate Fe measurably
during extraction. Therefore, the isotopic signature of Fe oxy-
hydroxides in the Gore Mountain soil (citrate-dithionite ex-
tracted) is identical (�2�) to the hornblende in that soil for
both Soil 1 and Soil 2 (Table 6).

To test for fractionation during extraction of labile Fe, we

Fig. 5. �56Fe (�56Fesolution � �56Fehornblende) for hornblende disso-
lution experiments in the presence of the noted ligands or in MM9
medium plotted vs. log Kassoc, the association constant from Table 2.
Horizontal lines indicate values of �56Fe for bacteria experiments from
Brantley et al. (2001b). In these experiments, both bacteria (Strepto-
myces sp., Bacillus sp.) are known to produce catecholate siderophores,
which are reported to have higher association constants than hydrox-
amate siderophores such as DFAM; however, Kassoc is unknown for
siderophores in these experiments. Horizontal solid line marked “No
fractionation” indicates expected isotopic value for Fe released when
identical to hornblende starting material. Data summarized in Table 5.
Experiments that were intermittently (solid symbols) and constantly
agitated (open symbols) are plotted for acetate and citrate. Days at
which the samples were taken is indicated for just the DFAM experi-
ment.

Table 6. Fe isotopic data

Sample Solid extracted
D
e

Hornblende
Hornblende
Citrate-dithionite Soil 1
Citrate-dithionite Soil 2, sample 1
Citrate-dithionite Goethite
Citrate-dithionite Goethite
Citrate-dithionite Goethite
Exchangeable Soil 1
Exchangeable Soil 2, sample 1
Exchangeable Soil 2, sample 2
Exchangeable Soil 2, sample 2

†TIMS data from Brantley et al. (2001b).
††MC-ICP-MS data were obtained using the VG P

in italics which were obtained using the Finnigan N

replicate analyses of each sample where number of replica
tried the MgCl2 extraction on a new sample of Gore Mountain
soil (Soil 2, sample 2) for 1 h and 20 h instead of the original
2 h, and observed that our measured value for the 1 h and 20 h
analyses for sample 2 (�2.65 and �2.86‰) were identical to
each other within error. The values did differ substantially,
however, from that measured for the 2 h extraction on sample
1 of Soil 2 (�1.33‰, Table 6). The similarity between the
measured values at 1 and 20 h documents that the extraction
procedure does not cause fractionation; however, significant
differences between exchangeable Fe measured on different
soils are consistent with isotopic variability within this labile
fraction.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Siderophores and Dissolution

Fe release from hornblende crystal is accelerated in the
presence of Bacillus sp. due to release of low molecular weight
organic acids such as oxalic acid, and especially to the release
of a catecholate siderophore (Kalinowski et al., 2000a,b; Lier-
mann et al., 2000a; Brantley et al., 2001b). In abiotic experi-
ments, Fe release rates from hornblende crystal increase with
the concentration of the commercially available siderophore,
DFAM (Liermann et al., 2000a), consistent with the hypothesis
that dissolved siderophore forms surfaces complexes with Fe at
the mineral surface, weakening the bonds between Fe and the
mineral lattice (Kalinowski et al., 2000a). Such bond weaken-
ing is thought to enhance Fe-ligand complex release to solution.
Enhanced release of Fe to solution in the presence of bacteria
and organic ligands is consistent with Fe-depletion of a surface
layer on hornblende, which has also been documented for glass
and crystal with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Ka-
linowski et al., 2000a).

A new observation from this study is consistent with the
hypothesis that siderophores promote dissolution of Fe oxides.
Production of siderophores is repressed when bacteria are
grown under Fe-replete conditions such as that used here for
growth before inoculation into experimental flasks. After inoc-
ulation into Fe-depleted MM9, Fe release from goethite was not

and goethite extractions.

of
n

�56Fe in extractant

TIMS† MC-ICP-MS††

�0.16 (2) � 0.1
0.17 (3) � 0.15

0.25 (2) � 0.15
�0.20 (1) � 0.15
�0.15 (5) � 0.15
�0.23 (5) � 0.05
�0.22 (5) � 0.05

�0.76 (2) � 0.15
�1.33 (3) � 0.15
�2.65 (2) � 0.15
�2.86 (3) � 0.15

(1� external precision � �0.15‰), except for data
(1�� � 0.05‰). Reported values are the means of
for soil
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17 h
17 h
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25 h
25 h
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1 h
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significant during the first 1 d (Fig. 2), during which period
siderophore production was presumably stimulated (induction
period). No evidence for an induction period is observed in the
hornblende experiments where Fe release occurs abiotically
even before siderophore concentrations are significant in solu-
tion, nor in the organic ligand experiments (Fig. 2).

4.2. Fe Redox Chemistry

The MM9 medium was measured by ICP-MS to contain 60
� 8 nM Fe but this low value lies close to or below the
detection limits of our instrument for Fe. This value is approx-
imately 30 times higher than values calculated to be in equi-
librium with goethite at pH 7.39 in MM9 solution (2 nM) as
calculated by Geochemists Workbench, v. 4.0 (NIST, 1998;
Bethke, 2002) using an updated version of the thermodynamic
database of Delany and Lundeen (1991) with added constants
from NIST (1998). Complexation reactions with casamino ac-
ids, glucose, and other organic compounds for which compl-
exation constants are unavailable were not included in this
calculation. After abiotic reaction with goethite for 6 d, Fe
concentrations in solution were measured at 46 � 6 nM (Table
3). Indistinguishable values of dissolved Fe (albeit both at the
level of the detection limits) in MM9 before and after reaction
with goethite are consistent with insignificant or at least un-
measurable dissolution of goethite in abiotic MM9.

In contrast to abiotic dissolution, dissolution of goethite in
the presence of bacteria yielded measurable ferrous and ferric
iron in solution after several days (Figs. 2 and 4). The produc-
tion of Fe2� in solution in goethite � bacteria flasks is consis-
tent with the fact that flasks were only intermittently stirred,
allowing the oxygen concentration to drop as bacteria grew. In
the presence of low redox potential, goethite can dissolve
reductively, and such reductive dissolution can be enhanced by
organic ligand complexation. Fe2� in solution can also act as a
reductant for Fe oxides, either with or without organic ligands,
when thermodynamically favorable (Stumm and Sulzberger,
1992). Reduction of Fe3� by some siderophores in solution is
also possible (Hider, 1984), and Suter et al. (1988) have shown
that a complex-forming ligand alone can accelerate dissolution
of Fe oxide, but the presence of ferrous iron in solution along
with the ligand (i.e., a reductant and a complex former) can
accelerate dissolution further.

Both Fe2� and Fe3� were also observed in solution with
hornblende after several days under abiotic and biotic condi-
tions (Table 3, Figs. 2 and 4). Our observations of ferrous iron
released from hornblende under aerobic conditions are consis-
tent with observations by White and Yee (1985), who observed
Fe2� in solution during dissolution of hornblende in abiotic
oxygenated solutions at neutral pH. Despite the presence of
Fe2� in solution, they observed the mineral surface to be
dominated by Fe3� as measured by XPS in the same experi-
ments.

To explain the observation of ferrous iron in solution in
flasks with a mineral dominated by ferric iron at the surface, we
note that hornblende crystal contains ferric and ferrous ions and
acts as a source of electrons to a solution: the Fe2�/Fe3� ratio
in Gore Mountain hornblende measured on similar crystal from

the same locality is 3.6 (Liermann et al., 2000b). Hydrolysis of
surface Fe3�, �Fe3�, and release to solution can be expressed
as

�Fe3� � 3H2Of�H3
3� � Fe
aq�

3� � 3OH
aq�
� (2)

White and Yee (1985) point out that Fe3� in solution will
oxidize Fe2� at the hornblende surface, �Fe2�, releasing sur-
face cations of charge z, �Mz�, to solution:

�[2Fe2�, 2/zMz�] � Fe
aq�
3� � 3H
aq�

� f

�[Fe3�, 3H�] � 2/zM
aq�
z� � 2Fe
aq�

2� (3)

Oxidation of surface Fe can also occur through interaction with
dissolved oxygen:

�[Fe2�, 1/zMz�] � 1/4O2 � H
aq�
� f

�Fe3� � 1/zM
aq�
z� � 1/ 2H2O (4)

wherein pO2 is drawn down. Oxidation of Fe is hypothesized to
occur to depths of �60 Angstroms in the hornblende crystal
during open system dissolution over 24 h and to be rate-
controlled by cation diffusion through the leached layer (White
and Yee, 1985). For example, in experiments not reported here,
we have observed layers as deep as 250 Angstroms to be Ca or
Mg deficient compared to bulk crystal when hornblende was
dissolved at pH 5.6 in HCl-H2O solutions for 9000 h (unpub-
lished data). Such deep layers may represent cation leaching of
Ca or Mg at the mineral surface. Oxidation of ferrous ions in
the hornblende surface (Eqns. 3 and 4), release of Fe3� to
solution (Eqn. 2), and incomplete reduction of ferric to ferrous
ions in solution (Eqn. 3) explains the presence of both Fe2� and
Fe3� in solution during hornblende dissolution (Table 3,
Fig. 4).

4.3. Fe Isotope Fractionation

4.3.1. Abiotic hornblende experiments

To explain Fe isotope fractionation during hornblende
weathering we must explain: i) Preferential accumulation of
lighter vs. heavier Fe isotopes in solution (Tables 3 and 5); ii)
Increased magnitude of fractionation in continuously agitated
abiotic experiments (Tables 3 and 5; Fig. 5); iii) The apparent
correlation between �56Fe and log (Kassoc) (Fig. 5).

Observation (i) is consistent with a simple kinetic isotope
effect during dissolution. However, this is not a unique inter-
pretation and so other constraints are needed. Observation (ii)
suggests that the isotope effect is related to interactions at the
mineral surface, since agitation enhances the extent of interac-
tion of fresh mineral surfaces with reactive solution. Without
agitation, high concentrations of dissolved cations develop at
the mineral-water interface and net dissolution ceases. Agita-
tion may also cause particle abrasion, exposing fresh surface Fe
to solution. Three types of mechanisms are potentially consis-
tent with these observations: a. Incongruent dissolution of
isotopically distinct Fe-bearing secondary phases or zones in
the bulk solid phase; b. Precipitation of heavy Fe-enriched
secondary phases, or preferential adsorption of heavy Fe, onto
mineral surfaces; c. Preferential release of light Fe during
development of a “ leached layer” on the surface of an isotopi-

cally homogenous bulk solid.
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Each of these possibilities is considered in detail below.
Special attention is paid to consistency with observation (iii).

4.3.1.1. Incongruent dissolution of bulk mineral. Incongru-
ent dissolution of isotopically distinct Fe-bearing reservoirs
must be considered because hornblende contains both Fe2� and
Fe3� and dissolves nonstoichiometrically (Brantley and Chen,
1995). Isotopically distinct reservoirs could include isotopic
“zones” within the mineral (Skulan et al., 2002) or impurity
phases.

The first of these possibilities is easily dismissed because
powdered hornblende was used in these experiments. This
should homogenize any isotopic zonation which might have
developed during mineral growth.

Isotopic contributions from impurities are not so easily dis-
missed, because this mineral is known to contain chlorite and
other impurities (Liermann et al., 2000b). Additionally, the rate
at which Fe-chelating ligands preferentially dissolve impurities
could correlate with equilibrium binding constants (observation
(iii)).

However, Fe isotopic fractionation between igneous or meta-
morphic minerals is likely small because Fe in such systems is
presumably at isotopic equilibrium and the magnitude of equi-
librium fractionation factors decreases with increasing temper-
ature (Urey, 1947; Schauble et al., 2001). Measurements sup-
port this prediction. For example, Beard et al. (2003) reported
no variation in �56Fe among terrestrial and lunar basalts to
within �0.1‰ (2�). Sharma et al. (2001) reported variations of
�0.5‰ between Fe in terrestrial basalts and deep-sea hydro-
thermal fluids, but these fluids lost Fe at temperatures as low as
�350°C, substantially lower then the �600°C temperatures
likely experienced during formation of the anorthositic gneiss
from which the hornblendes in this study were obtained. Zhu et
al. (2002) have reported Fe isotope fractionations equivalent to
�56Fe offsets of ��0.3‰ between coexisting olivines and
pyroxenes in mantle xenoliths, and between olivine and Fe
metal in pallasite meteorites. The largest effect they report is
�0.5‰ between coexisting olivine and amphibole in a mantle
xenolith.

Because the bulk hornblende is also dissolving in our exper-
iments, the postulated isotopic offset between the bulk mineral
and the preferentially dissolved impurities would have to be
	0.5‰ to explain the data in Table 5. For example, if 10% of
the Fe in solution after 6 d were from impurity phases and if the
isotopic composition of these impurities was 0.5‰ lighter than
the bulk mineral, then the isotopic offset between dissolved and
bulk Fe would be only �0.05‰.

A final possibility of this type is isotope fractionation be-
tween Fe2� and Fe3� in the mineral. The bonding environ-
ments for these oxidation states in hornblende can differ, as
required to drive equilibrium isotope fractionation (Urey, 1947;
Schauble et al., 2001). The apical oxygens of two silicate
tetrahedra in chain silicates are octahedrally coordinated by
small cations such as Mg or Fe (M1, M2 and M3 sites in
amphiboles). Larger cations such as Ca usually occupy the sites
formed by opposed tetrahedral bases where coordination is
irregular (the M4 site). However, considerable variation exists,
and Ca, Na, Mg, or Fe2� are often found in the M4 site while
Mg, Fe2�, Fe3�, or Al can be commonly found in the M1, M2,
and M3 sites. Differences in bonding environment for some of

the ferrous and ferric ions are thus expected in hornblende.
However, as with intermineral variations, the magnitude of
such differences in igneous and metamorphic minerals is likely
to be smaller than required to account for the observations.

4.3.1.2. Precipitation/adsorption. Separation of dissolved
Fe species that are in isotopic equilibrium in solution can give
rise to substantial isotope effects (e.g., Bullen et al., 2001;
Johnson et al., 2002; Roe et al., 2003), shifting the isotopic
composition of the dissolved pool. Kinetic isotope effects may
also fractionate Fe isotopes during species separation.

In our hornblende systems, the most significant dissolved
species are likely Fe2� and Fe3� aquo complexes and Fe3�-
organic complexes. Isotope fractionation of 1–5‰ between
dissolved Fe2� and Fe3� complexes seems likely (Schauble et
al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2002). Fractionation will favor con-
centration of the heavier isotopes in Fe3� complexes, due to the
stronger bonding environment. Two separation processes seem
most probable: precipitation or adsorption.

Very small amounts of a white powder were observed to
precipitate from MM9 medium within 24 h after addition of
CaCl2. To assess precipitation in the medium, MM9 media was
prepared and filtered (0.2 �m) after 24 h. Although not enough
precipitate could be collected for X-ray diffraction, analysis by
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy on the SEM documented that
it contained P, Cl, Ca, Na, O, and C. The precipitate is therefore
most probably a Ca phosphate. Consistent with these observa-
tions, we calculated speciation in MM9 � organic ligands,
using Geochemists Workbench (Bethke, 2002) and organic-Fe
complexation constants from NIST (1998) and determined that
hydroxyapatite is supersaturated in the starting medium. These
calculations were also completed for solutions analyzed from
experiments. For all measured concentrations in hornblende
experiments with MM9, acetic acid, oxalic acid or citric acid,
the calculations show that one or more of the following Fe-
containing phases were also supersaturated during our experi-
ments: nontronite, hematite, magnetite, strengite, goethite, as
well as Fe-containing amorphous phases. All experiments with
hornblende were also supersaturated with respect to diaspore.

If an Fe-containing precipitate forms in the experiments, an
active Fe(OH)3 amorphous precipitate (Langmuir and Whitte-
more, 1971), or an Fe � Al � P amorphous precipitate is most
likely, given the saturation indices and the ease of precipitation
of such phases. Because we calculated equilibria for filtered
solutions, however, if precipitation had occurred, particulates
must have been small enough to pass a 0.2 �m filter. Such Fe
particles may have been present: for example, Langmuir and
Whittemore (1971) showed that ferric oxyhydroxides with
crystal dimension on the order of 10 nm can remain in solution
indefinitely in some natural waters. However, such small pre-
cipitates could not explain the isotopic fractionation observed
since they remained suspended in solution after filtration.

Formation of ferric oxide precipitates of grain size greater
than 0.2 �m, if it occurs, is expected to drive the residual
dissolved Fe pool to lighter values as observed, because dis-
solved ferric iron is expected to be isotopically heavy compared
to ferrous iron (Schauble et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2002).
Increased interaction of surface area of solid phases with solu-
tion in the agitated experiments might lead to more effective
removal of precipitate particles from solution, leading to more
fractionation as observed in agitated experiments.
Significantly, however, calculations indicate that all Fe-con-
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taining phases were undersaturated in the experiments with
DFAM; no precipitation of an Fe phase is expected in this
system. If isotopic fractionation was controlled by precipitate
formation, therefore, we would have expected to see no frac-
tionation at all in the experiment with DFAM. Yet, Fe released
from hornblende dissolved with DFAM after 4 d showed one of
the largest isotopic fractionation of the unagitated ligand ex-
periments (Tables 3 and 5, Brantley et al., 2001b). Furthermore,
we would have predicted more precipitation (and hence more
fractionation of the dissolved pool) in the presence of ligands of
lower affinity for Fe. This is the opposite trend from that which
was observed (Fig. 5). Thus, while precipitation may contribute
to fractionation in hornblende systems, it does not appear to be
the primary control.

Unlike precipitation, adsorptive loss of Fe2� from solution
probably occurred in all hornblende experiments. It is well
known that adsorption of Fe2� onto bacterial surfaces and onto
mineral powders can occur (LaKind and Stone, 1989; Liu et al.,
2001; Icopini et al., 2004); therefore, adsorption would be
expected in all experiments where Fe(aq)

2� is present. In contrast,
aquo complexes of Fe3� in solution at circum-neutral pH are
expected to undergo hydrolysis and precipitate as amorphous
phases rapidly, while we assume that Fe3�-organic complexes
will not adsorb to mineral surfaces extensively. Therefore,
adsorption is expected to occur only for ferrous, not ferric, iron.
It is not clear, however, how such an effect could account for
the �56Fe vs. log Kassoc correlation (Fig. 5), nor how adsorption
could explain isotopic fractionation observed in the hornblende
� DFAM experiment, where no Fe2� was observed in solution
(Table 3, Fig. 4). Difficulty in accounting for the correlation in
Figure 5 also leads us to suspect that equilibrium fractionation
between dissolved Fe2� and ferric oxide precipitates or other
solid phases is not a primary control. Furthermore, once again,
no ferrous ions were measured in hornblende � DFAM exper-
iments (Table 3), and yet fractionation was measurable for that
experiment.Kinetic isotope effects during precipitation are also
unable to explain the data because such processes should pref-
erentially remove light isotopes from solution, leaving the
solution heavy compared to the bulk mineral.

We conclude that equilibrium isotopic fractionation effects
may occur during adsorption of ferrous iron. Precipitation as a
fractionation mechanism is not required to explain our results
but we cannot disprove contributions from this phenomenon.
Neither adsorption nor precipitation can explain all our
observations.

4.3.1.3. Preferential dissolution from a leached layer. We
can consider equilibrium or kinetic isotope effects that might
occur during formation of an Fe-leached layer on the horn-
blende surface. In principle, equilibrium isotope effects be-
tween different surface species combined with preferential dis-
solution of one species over others could drive fractionation.
However, equilibrium fractionation between surface-bound
Fe2� and Fe3� would be expected to concentrate heavy Fe in
Fe3�, as occurs in solution. Because organic Fe-chelating li-
gands have a much higher affinity for Fe3� than Fe2�, disso-
lution would be expected to favor transfer of heavy Fe into
solution. Similarly, equilibrium between surface-bound Fe3�

and Fe3�-L(aq) (where L is the organic ligand) would be ex-

pected to favor partitioning of heavy Fe into the stronger
bonding environment of the organic chelate, driving the solu-
tion to isotopically heavy values as Fe3�-L leaves the surface.

A kinetic isotope effect during oxidation of surface-bound
Fe2� or chelation of surface-bound Fe3� by organic ligands
was first proposed in Brantley et al. (2001b). However, it has
been argued that the isotopic composition of dissolved Fe
should be identical to Fe in the bulk as dissolution proceeds
along a reaction front (e.g., Johnson et al., 2002). Such simple
homogeneous dissolution along a reaction front does not al-
ways occur in aluminosilicates however. Rather, a “ leached”
layer is formed through which non–network-forming cations
such as Fe must diffuse (e.g., Mogk and Locke, 1988; Brantley
and Chen, 1995; Frogner and Schweda, 1998). Kalinowski et
al. (2000a) reported XPS evidence for the development of
Fe-depleted, Si-enriched leach layers at the surface of horn-
blende planchets incubated with Bacillus sp. Such a leached
layer might be homogeneous everywhere on the mineral sur-
face, or might be extensive at some sites, for example, at
dissolution pits. No Fe-depleted layers were observed by either
Kalinowski et al. (2000a) or Buss et al. (2003) on planchets
(hornblende crystal or glass of hornblende composition respec-
tively) incubated with sterile medium without ligands.

Furthermore, hornblende dissolution, like dissolution of
other silicates (e.g., White and Brantley, 1995), does not reach
steady state stoichiometric dissolution even after thousands of
hours (Frogner and Schweda, 1998). Indeed, Mogk and Locke
(1988) observed cation depletion over the upper 1200 Ang-
stroms of altered surface of a hornblende grain weathered for
more than 100,000 yr, and inferred from the extent of depletion
and the profile geometry that steady state had not been attained.
In our 6-d experiments, therefore, we are justified in concluding
that leached layer development is ongoing, rather than at steady
state. During this transient period, kinetic isotope effects can be
expressed.

We illustrate this effect by a simple time-dependent model of
Fe release to solution from a leached-layer. The rate of change
of Fe concentration in the leached layer (C) is:

dC/dt � Fin/x � kC (5)

where Fin is the rate per unit area of Fe supplied to the leached
layer at the bulk mineral-leached layer interface; x is the
thickness of the leached layer; and k is a pseudo–first-order rate
constant for Fe release from the layer to solution (surface
reaction rate constant). For simplicity in this illustrative model,
we ignore the time-dependence of x and the diffusive effects
during transport through the leached layer.

The general solution to this equation is

C
t� �
Fin

kx

1 � e�kt� � C0e

�kt (6)

where C0 is the Fe concentration in the mineral. Treating 54Fe
and 56Fe as independent species, we derive,

54C
t� �
54Fin
54kx


1 � e�54kt� � 54C0e
�54kt (7)
and
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56C
t� �
56Fin
56kx


1 � e�56kt� � 56C0e
�56kt (8)

The rates at which 54Fe and 56Fe atoms enter solution are 54Rin

� 54k54C(t) and 56Rin � 56k56C(t), respectively we write:

54Rin
56Rin

�

54Fin

x

1 � e�54kt� � 54k54C0e

�54kt

56Fin

x

1 � e�56kt� � 56k56C0e

�56kt

(9)

This function dictates that at t � 0:

54Rin
56Rin

�
54k54C0
56k56C0

(10)

where 54C0/56C0 is identical to the isotopic ratio in the bulk
mineral. Hence, at the beginning of leached layer formation, the
isotopic composition of Fe entering solution is fractionated
from the bulk mineral composition if 54k � 56k.

As t 3 �,

54Rin
56Rin

�
54Fin
56Fin

(11)

Hence, the isotopic composition of Fe entering solution (Rin)
becomes constant as the leached layer reaches steady-state.
This value should equal the isotopic ratio in the bulk material,
unless isotope selectivity during diffusion through the leached
layer is important. White and Yee (1985) argued that oxidation
of Fe at the hornblende surface under aerobic conditions is
rate-limited by cation diffusion through the leached layer.
Hence, the possibility of such effects cannot be discounted.

The time course of these relationships is illustrated schemat-

Fig. 6. Calculated fractionation of Fe isotopes during transfer from
the leached layer to solution. For illustration, we assume 54k/56k �
1.0010 initially (see text). Time units are arbitrary. The instantaneous
fractionation of 54Fe from 56Fe leaving the leached layer ((54Rin/56Rin)/
(54C0/56C0)) is initially 1.0010 (i.e., the initial Fe leaving the leached
layer is 1‰ light relative to the bulk mineral) and evolves to 1.0000
(0‰; identical to the bulk mineral) as the isotopic composition of the
leached layer attains a steady state in which the rate of supply of each
isotope to the leached layer balance the rate of loss to solution. The
trajectory of this evolution with time depends on the relative magni-
tudes of kC0 and Fin/x (see text).
ically as lines in Figure 6 for two cases. In both cases, for
purposes of illustration we assume 54k/56k � 1.001 (i.e., the
rate constant for 54Fe removal is 1‰ larger than that of 56Fe).
One case assumes Fin/x 	 kC0 (solid line). In this case, the rate
of removal from the surface is limiting, so that C(t) for each
isotope varies from C0 to the steady state value [Fin/(kx)].
Fractionation in this case is simply governed by the relative
magnitude of the removal rate constants until steady-state con-
ditions are established; (54Rin/56Rin)/(54C0/56C0) (�54k/56k) is
initially 1.001, and descends smoothly to a steady-state value
identical to that of the bulk mineral. The rate of descent is
controlled by the relative magnitudes of Fin, C0 and k. In
contrast, if we assume Fin/x 
 kC0 (dashed line), C(t) in the
leached layer drops from C0 because Fe is removed from the
layer faster than it is replaced. Because 54Fe leaves faster than
56Fe, this leads to an “overshooting” and a transient 56Fe-
enriched isotopic composition in the leached layer. After an
initial period when 54Fe enters solution faster than 56Fe, 56Fe
then enters more rapidly until steady-state is attained. The
magnitude and duration of this transient is governed by the
relative magnitudes of Fin, C0 and k. Because the leached layer
is observed to be Fe-depleted, the situation Fin/x 
 kC0 (dashed
line) is most likely.

Importantly, Figure 6 depicts the relative rates of release of
54Fe and 56Fe to solution at any given time, rather than the
isotopic composition of the accumulated dissolved Fe, which
can only be derived from integrations of these curves. Inte-
grated curves are shown in Figure 7, plotted as �56Fesoln-hbl

(��56Fesolution � �56Fehornblende). In both cases, the solution is
initially enriched in 54Fe relative to the mineral, but evolves
toward the isotopic composition of the bulk mineral. This
evolution is more rapid when kC0 	 Fin/x. Even for the model
with the overshoot, the flux of isotopically heavy Fe entering
solution after the “overshoot” is small compared to the amount
of Fe previously accumulated in solution, and so the two curves
are similar, though with different time constants.

Clearly, the isotopic composition of dissolved Fe can change
with time in a mineral dissolution system during formation of

Fig. 7. Offset of 56Fe/54Fe between solution and bulk mineral for the
two cases shown in Figure 6 (kC0 
 Fin/x, solid line; kC0 	 Fin/x, dotted
line). �56Fesoln-hbl � �56Fesolution � �56Fehornblende. In both cases, an
initial fractionation of � �1‰ evolves to little or no fractionation as

the leached layer approaches steady-state. Units of time are arbitrary.
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a surface leached layer, if there is a kinetic isotope effect when
Fe is liberated from the mineral.

The kinetic, leached-layer model may also explain the cor-
relation of �56Fe and log (Kassoc) (Fig. 5). Assuming reactions
such as (3) and (4) go to completion at the surface, Fe transfer
to solution will occur as Fe3�-ligand complexes. However,
before equilibrium is attained between Fe2� and Fe3� within
the altered layer, a kinetic isotope effect could cause an en-
hanced rate of oxidation of 54Fe vs. that of 56Fe, creating a pool
of isotopically light ferric iron at the surface. Eventually, as
equilibrium is attained, ferric iron at the surface would become
isotopically heavy, but far from equilibrium, surface ferric iron
should be isotopically light. Therefore, as long as the rate of
loss of ferric ions to solution is faster than the rate at which
Fe3� and Fe2� attain equilibrium in the altered layer, 54Fe will
accumulate in solution. In contrast, if loss of Fe to solution is
slow, the isotopic equilibration between Fe2� and Fe3� within
the surface will lead to Fe3� being isotopically heavy, and loss
to solution will be enriched in 56Fe. Higher affinity ligands
should lead to more rapid transfer of Fe to solution, favoring
transfer of Fe to solution at a rate faster than the isotopic
equilibration rate. Hence, such ligands should favor the transfer
of light Fe to solution, as observed (Fig. 5). Consistent with
these arguments, the rate at which Fe accumulates in solution
increases as Kassoc increases (Fig. 3).

This leached layer model may also account for the puzzling
observation of Brantley et al. (2001b) that fractionation in
experiments with DFAM and hornblende is smaller after 6 d
than after 4 d: the DFAM experiments presumably evolve
further toward steady-state between 4 and 6 d. Such evolution
was not seen in experiments with oxalic acid, perhaps because
the leached layer develops more slowly when the rate of Fe
release is lower (Fig. 5).

4.3.2. Goethite experiments

Given the hypothesis that Fe isotope fractionation was
caused during the creation of an altered layer on hornblende,
we predicted that Fe isotope effects during dissolution of goe-
thite, on which no leached layer develops, would be minimal.
As predicted, we observed little to no significant Fe isotope
fractionation when goethite was exposed to DFAM (Tables 3
and 5). In abiotic MM9 solution, Fe was not released in large
enough concentrations to measure the isotopic signature.

In contrast to these abiotic goethite measurements, Fe iso-
topes are fractionated during growth of the siderophore-pro-
ducing Bacillus in the presence of goethite (Tables 3 and 5).
Dissolved Fe after 6 d is isotopically light compared to Fe in
the mineral. In addition, both ferrous and ferric iron were
measured in solution at 4 and 6 d during dissolution in the
presence of the bacteria (Table 3, Fig. 4).

Observation of isotopically light aqueous Fe in the presence
of the bacteria is consistent with reduction of ferric to ferrous
ions as PO2 decreases in bacterial experiments, equilibration of
ferrous and ferric iron in solution, and bacterial uptake of
isotopically heavy ferric iron complexes. Siderophore-Fe3�

complexes dock onto the cell membrane where they are either
taken up whole into the cytoplasm or are reduced and taken into
the cell while the siderophore is recycled (Madigan et al.,

2000). Ferrous iron transport systems have been found in
facultative anaerobic bacteria such as Enterobacteriaceae,
where ferrous iron transport may contribute to the cellular Fe
pool (Braun et al., 1998); however, we found no evidence in the
literature for ferrous Fe uptake by aerobic bacteria. Therefore,
isotopic fractionation could occur during equilibration of fer-
rous and ferric iron in solution (see discussion above where �
for hydroxo complexes is �1.0028; Johnson et al., 2002), while
bacterial uptake of Fe3� could deplete the solution in 56Fe.

A mass balance calculation can be used to check if this
model can explain all observations. Assuming �56FeFeIII-FeII in
solution (��56FeFeIII � �56FeFeII) of 2.75 (Johnson et al.,
2002) and that the value of �56Fe released to solution during
bacterially mediated goethite dissolution � �0.23‰ (i.e., Fe
released to solution is identical to goethite starting material
before significant bacterial growth), and assuming a maximum
of 20% ferrous iron in solution during bacterial growth as
observed in the presence of goethite (Table 3), we calculate
�56FeFeIII(aq) � 0.33‰and �56FeFeII(aq) � �2.42‰. This cal-
culation suggests that bacterial pellets, if they take up only
Fe3�, should have a maximum isotopic signature of 0.33‰.
For reaction flasks at the completion of experiments containing
5 �M total Fe in �100 mL, �30 �g Fe remain in solution. The
isotopic signature of this final dissolved Fe measured �1.67‰
(Table 3), significantly lower than the goethite starting material
(�0.23‰). Assuming that Fe released from the goethite was
isotopically identical to the goethite (�0.23‰), then mass
balance requires that �28% of the Fe went into solution
(�1.67‰) and �72% went into cells (0.33‰).

Such a mass balance calculation could be verified if cells
were analyzed for Fe isotopic compositions in bacilli � goe-
thite experiments. However, cells could not be physically sep-
arated from goethite. A rough estimate of cell mass and Fe
content can be attempted however. We base this calculation on
prior experience with bacillus experiments conducted with 500
mL medium and 7 g of hornblende for �10 d (Guynn, 2001):
cell pellets were collected by centrifugation and separated from
mineral grains by Percoll gradient centrifugation. The recov-
ered cells were washed, repelleted, dried at 60°C and weighed.
The measured mass of cell pellets in hornblende � bacilli
experiments (0.022 � 0.003 g, average of three runs) was
significantly higher than the similar value for bacilli-only ex-
periments (0.006 � 0.004 g, average of four runs), document-
ing that cell growth was faster in the presence of the Fe-
containing mineral. The mass of Fe in digested cell pellets from
the three flasks with hornblende averaged 58 � 14 �g Fe
(Guynn, 2001). This can be compared to the total Fe in solution
at the end of the experiment (7 �M in �500 mL) to calculate
the fraction of Fe extracted from the hornblende which was
taken up by the bacteria: �20%. Given that only 20% of the Fe
was taken up into bacilli with the hornblende experiments, it is
unlikely that the goethite experiments described in this paper
yielded a cell pellet that assimilated as much as 72% of the Fe,
as required by mass balance to explain the isotopic shift ob-
served for the Fe in solution (see previous paragraph). It is
therefore likely that another sink for isotopically heavy Fe must
be considered.

As discussed previously, precipitation or adsorption of iso-
topically heavy Fe are both possibilities for these experiments.
However, it is unlikely that precipitation occurs in goethite �

bacillus experiments (where fractionation is observed in the
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presence of siderophore) but does not occur in goethite � MM9
experiments (where no fractionation is observed and no sid-
erophore is present). Precipitation is therefore considered to be
an unlikely explanation for fractionation in goethite � bacillus
experiments. In contrast, Figure 2 documents that dissolved Fe
decreases, on average, between 4 and 6 d in goethite � bacillus
experiments. Such a decrease in aqueous Fe could occur as
adsorption removes Fe from solution.

Based upon these considerations, adsorption of isotopically
heavy Fe must be considered as a possible mechanism contrib-
uting to fractionation. Given that no significant isotopic frac-
tionation was observed for abiotic goethite experiments where
no ferrous iron was identified (Table 3), adsorption of Fe2�

must be more important than Fe3� onto goethite. The missing
sink for isotopically heavy Fe is therefore most likely adsorp-
tion of ferrous iron to goethite or bacterial cells. In fact, in
abiotic experiments with FeCl2(aq) and goethite, we have ob-
served that significant Fe (30%) is adsorbed by goethite, and
that Fe remaining in solution after sorption is isotopically light
by �1‰ (Icopini et al., 2004). Icopini et al. also tested frac-
tionation during Fe adsorption onto Shewanella cells, and ob-
served insignificant fractionation. Testing for adsorption of
ferrous iron in experiments reported here was impossible be-
cause we were unable to separate bacteria from goethite after
growth. However, some evidence for adsorption may be ob-
served in Figure 4: ferrous iron is released quickly from 1 to 4 d
and then decreases in concentration in solution, possibly doc-
umenting adsorption in the experiment. Adsorption could pro-
duce the observed direction of shift in the event of an equilib-
rium fractionation between dissolved and adsorbed Fe2�

favoring adsorption of the heavy isotope. Such a partitioning
might be expected if the bonding environment for ferrous iron
in solution were significantly weaker than at the mineral inter-
face. Icopini et al. (2004) also inferred that the fractionation
effect may be time-dependent, and may be related to recon-
struction reactions occurring at the goethite surface.

4.3.3. Weathering

Analysis of our experiments leads to the necessity of hypoth-
esizing three contributing mechanisms for isotopic fraction-
ation during weathering:

1) Incomplete leaching of Fe from an altered layer on silicate
releases isotopically light Fe to solution, as documented by the
fractionation observed in the DFAM � hornblende experiment,
and the lack of fractionation during goethite � DFAM disso-
lution. The lack of ferrous iron in the DFAM � hornblende
experiment precludes fractionation by either mechanisms (2) or
(3) below.

2) Isotopic fractionation between aqueous ferrous and ferric
ions, followed by uptake of isotopically heavy ferric iron by
bacterial cells, depletes 56Fe in solution, as suggested by iso-
topic fractionation during bacteria growth in the presence of
goethite. While mechanism (3) below can also contribute to the
isotopic fractionation observed in goethite � Bacillus sp. ex-
periments, mechanism (1) is precluded because no leached
layer forms on goethite.

3) Adsorption of isotopically heavy ferrous iron onto goe-
thite enriches isotopically light Fe in solution, as required to

explain isotopic mass balance in the goethite � Bacillus sp.
experiments. Mechanisms (2) and (3) may both contribute to
the large fractionation observed when goethite is dissolved in
the presence of Bacillus.

The isotopic signature of Fe in natural solutions is probably
also controlled by the competing reactions of nonstoichiometric
mineral dissolution of silicates, bacterial uptake, and adsorp-
tion/desorption reactions. In addition, precipitation of isotopi-
cally distinct minerals may also contribute to fractionation
(Bullen et al., 2001). While geologic systems might be ex-
pected to document only equilibrium isotope effects because of
the long time periods available for equilibration, kinetic isoto-
pic fractionation can be preserved in the rock record in open
systems. In particular, for geologic systems such as soils where
fluid flow may serve to separate species with different isotopic
signatures, fractionation due to kinetic effects may be pre-
served.

Of course, some of the effects documented in our experi-
ments are transient: for example, once a weathering hornblende
develops a steady state leached layer, the Fe released to solu-
tion will become isotopically identical to hornblende starting
material. Similarly, adsorption might be expected to become a
steady state reservoir within relatively short time periods, given
that adsorption generally reaches equilibrium quickly. Further-
more, if soil biota reach a steady state mass and begin to recycle
biotic Fe instead of taking up new soil-derived Fe, then frac-
tionation due to that mechanism will also go to zero. However,
we are unaware of evidence suggesting whether leached layers
on hornblende reach steady state: indeed, Mogk and Locke
(1988) argued that leaching of a hornblende grain for more than
100,000 yr did not yield a steady state leached layer. Further-
more, soil biota may or may not attain steady state, and, even
if soil biota reach steady state (constant mass with time), Fe
within biota may not be at steady state. If Fe is taken up in soil
biota and then sequestered into recalcitrant organic matter, this
organic matter might become a long-term sink for heavy Fe
isotopic material, and Fe in soil solutions might remain isoto-
pically light during ongoing soil development. To understand
these phenomena, we need more data concerning which pro-
cesses contributing to kinetic isotope effects reach steady state
and the time to reach steady state. With such information, we
could conclude that some processes will not yield isotopic
fractionation in the rock record (processes that reach steady
state in time periods less than soil age) while other processes
yield isotopic fractionations documented in the rock record
(processes that do not reach steady state over the lifetime of the
soil).

To determine if Fe fractionation is recorded in soil, Brantley
et al. (2001b) looked for and documented Fe isotope fraction-
ation in Gore Mountain soil (Soil 1, Table 6). In that measure-
ment, extraction of the most labile Fe fraction from Gore
Mountain soil released isotopically light Fe. To verify that
observation, two new extractions were performed here in trip-
licate on another B-horizon soil from Gore Mountain (Soil 2,
Table 6). Exchangeable Fe and Fe oxides were removed from
the soil using the same procedures as previously (see Methods).
As described earlier, quantitative removal of amorphous and
crystalline Fe oxides without dissolution of silicates was veri-
fied.

Isotopically, �56Fe on the cation exchange complex differed
56
by �1.1‰ from � Fe in oxides in the same soil (Table 6), a
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difference similar within error to that reported by Brantley et al.
(2001b) for a different soil (Soil 1) from the same site. The low
levels of Si present in both the exchangeable and oxide extrac-
tion solutions (see “Results” section) indicate that neither of the
extraction procedures caused congruent dissolution of silicate
minerals. The lack of isotopic difference between the citrate-
dithionite solution obtained after incomplete and complete dis-
solution of goethite (Table 6) documents that citrate-dithionite
does not fractionate Fe measurably during extraction. There-
fore, the isotopic signature of Fe oxyhydroxides in the Gore
Mountain soil (citrate-dithionite extracted) is identical to the
hornblende in that soil (Table 6), suggesting that precipitation
is not a mechanism causing Fe fractionation in these soils.
Similarly, values of �56Fe measured on MgCl2 extractions
completed for different periods of time (Soil 2, sample 2, Table
6) were also identical within error.

These results are consistent with the conclusion that labile Fe
on grain surfaces of this spodsol are isotopically lighter than
hornblende starting material (�0‰) or than Fe oxides in the
soil (�0‰). This labile Fe is most likely organically com-
plexed Fe extracted from Fe silicates weathering in the soil. All
of the fractionation processes discussed in this paper could
contribute to isotopically light Fe in solution and on the ex-
changeable sites.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Isotopic fractionation of Fe occurs during dissolution of
minerals under some circumstances. The causes of the fraction-
ation are complex and varied, including fractionation due to
creation of leached layers on Fe-containing aluminosilicate,
fractionation between ferrous and ferric ions in solution, frac-
tionation due to uptake of isotopically heavy ferric iron by
bacteria, and fractionation during adsorption of ferrous iron
onto mineral surfaces. Although not required here, fraction-
ation could also occur due to precipitation of Fe minerals
(Bullen et al., 2001).

Based upon the work reported in this paper, the isotopic
fractionation reported for hornblende � bacillus experiments
(Brantley et al., 2001b) probably resulted from a combination
of factors, all contributing to depletion of 56Fe in solution. First,
fractionation during formation of the Fe-depleted layer of the
silicate surface can occur, releasing 54Fe to solution faster than
56Fe (Figs. 6 and 7). This may provide an explanation for the Fe
isotope value-ligand affinity correlation (Fig. 5). Second, equil-
ibration of ferrous and ferric iron in solution leads to isotopic
enrichment of 56Fe in the aqueous ferric iron pool. Uptake of
this heavy ferric iron from solution by bacterial cells must
deplete the solution in 56Fe (note that Brantley et al., 2001b,
documented isotopically heavy Fe in some cell pellets). Third,
preferential adsorption of 56Fe2� onto hornblende may occur
and further deplete the solution in the heavier isotope. Pro-
cesses involving Fe(II) are not likely to account for the entire
effect seen in hornblende experiments because fractionation is
also seen in experiments with hornblende and DFAM where no
ferrous iron was measured, and because it is not obvious how
these processes can explain the ligand effect shown in Figure 5.

In every case of observed fractionation in both goethite and
hornblende dissolution reported in this paper, isotopically

heavy Fe was depleted in solution, and the mechanism of such
fractionation was affected by the presence of organic ligands
and bacteria. Whether such effects are recorded in the rock
record or in natural systems remains to be elucidated. However,
isotopically light Fe found on exchangeable sites on soil sur-
faces as reported by Brantley et al. (2001b) and here is consis-
tent with our observations that organic molecules extract iso-
topically light Fe from incongruently dissolving silicates: if
such organically bound Fe comprises the mobile Fe in a natural
soil solution then exchangeable Fe should be isotopically light,
as observed. We conclude that fractionation of Fe isotopes in
low-temperature natural systems will be significantly affected
by the presence of silicates that dissolve nonstoichiometrically,
by the presence of strong chelates including siderophores, by
the redox state of the solution, and by the presence of Fe-
assimilating organisms.
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